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Abstract
The post-communist countries of Central-Eastern Europe (CEE) when implementing agricultural and conservation policies, face other challenges than Western European countries: (1) specific institutional design for each, developed on the remnants of totalitarian system causing difficulties for transposing directives; (2) different integration of Natura 2000 network into national protected area governance resulting in slow elaboration of the management plans; (3) farming landscapes were better preserved than in Western Europe, but lacking the continuity of extensive farming so large areas of conservation; and (4) formal protection of sites, lacking in many cases financial support. This paper summarizes: the historical background of the last century that changed the farming landscapes of the CEE countries and the challenges in the management of protected areas in an unsteady socio-economic and political context. The results are focusing on the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania. Two main conclusions are proposed. First, socialism and capitalism slowly abolished family farming, causing people to become disconnected from the landscape – a key element in conservation oriented grassland management. Second, the gaps of knowledge on different aspects of policy implementation sabotage the results of conservation initiatives.

Izvleček
Postkomunistične države iz srednje in vzhodne Evrope (CEE) se pri uvajanju kmetijskih in naravovarstvenih politik soočajo z drugačnimi izzivi kot zahodno-evropske države: (1) specifična ureditev inštitucij v vsaki državi, ki se je razvila na ostankih totalitarnega sistema in ki povzroča težave pri prenosu direktiv; (2) različna integracija omrežja Natura 2000 v upravljanje z zavarovanimi območji na nacionalni ravni, ki se odraža v slabem izdelavi načrtov upravljanja; (3) kmetijska krajina je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) določena območja je bila bolje ohranjena kot v zahodni Evropi, vendar se je prenehalo kontinuirano ekstenzivno gospodariti, je pa zato moč ohraniti velika območja; in (4) dolo
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Introduction

The new EU Biodiversity Strategy proposes to halt biodiversity loss and the degradation of ecosystem services by 2020. It is an ambitious proposal, built around six targets, each supported by a set of actions. The mid-term report in 2015 on the Biodiversity Strategy 2020 concluded that overall, no significant progress has been achieved since 2011 (European Commission 2015). Despite that, EU indicators for the conservation status of the habitats and species (SEBI 03, SEBI 05) show increasing tendency (Target 1), the most emergent actions will remain the efficient management of the Natura 2000 network and its financial support (Kati et al. 2014, Blicharska et al. 2016).

In this paper Target 1 and Target 3A are specifically addressed because these have a direct influence on grassland management in protected areas. Target 1 is designed to achieve the appropriate implementation of the Habitats and Birds Directives and Target 3A designed to integrate biodiversity policy into agriculture (Common Agricultural Policies) and forestry.

Grassland management in protected areas is a very specific, but transdisciplinary process, where conflicting policy implementation must be harmonized (agriculture vs. nature conservation). When it comes to policy harmonization, the post-communist member states are in a special situation. First, farming landscapes and biodiversity have survived industrialization trends of the last century in better ecological shape than in developed countries. Consequently, conservation has to embrace social-ecological systems in their complexity, rather than just patches of habitats and number of species. Second, the success of transposing those conflicting EU directives depends on the institutional structure of the authorities and their cooperation. The centralized governmental system reduces the ability of many authorities to implement strategies, programs which respond to regional, or local challenges (Henle et al. 2008, Stoate et al. 2009).

The main aim of this paper is to summarize the constraints and identify challenges for the future of grassland conservation in protected areas in four post-communist countries of Central-Eastern Europe (CEE): the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania.

Methods

This paper includes a desk study focused on the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania and field visits in six protected areas in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary.

The desk study reviewed the relevant scientific and grey literature. The selection of papers was conducted in Google Scholar, using the name of the country and different keywords: protected areas, Natura 2000, land use-changes, post-socialist/communist, agricultural landscape. The review of grey literature included documents that transpose EU directives on biodiversity conservation and agriculture into national legislation in each country; EU reports on the Biodiversity Strategy, national rural development plans and strategies, and websites of governmental and non-governmental institutions, relevant for nature conservation and agriculture.

Participant observations and five semi-structured interviews took place with farmers and employees of protected areas, in 2016. The protected areas visited were the Krkonoše Mountains National Park and the White Carpathians Protected Landscape Area – Czech Republic; the Low Tatras National Park and the Great Fatra National Park – Slovakia; the Hortobágy National Park and the Bükk National Park – Hungary. I spent one week in each, being involved in every day’s work of the employees (rangers, botanists, ornithologist, managers, and administrative persons). The observations and interviews concentrated on five topics: (1) public administration structure, (2) management plans of the protected areas and conservation measures for grassland habitats, (3) monitoring, (4) reward systems and (5) collaboration with the stakeholders. Interviewees were selected from individuals who have interest in grassland management (actively involved – 2 farmers; administratively involved – 3 protected area employees, just in cases where participant observation and discussions could not cover the topic of the study).

Results and discussions

Overview on the last century – changes in agriculture and loss of semi-natural grassland biodiversity

During the last century dramatic political changes have taken place in the countries of CEE including several land reforms, two world wars, establishment and collapse of the communist regime and the accession to the market economy of Europe (Bogaerts et al. 2002). All of these changes have generated shifts in the boundaries of different countries and large transmigration of people (Germans from Czechoslovakia and Sachsen from Romania), resulting in the disconnection of cultural components from landscapes (Van Dijk 2007). It is considered that the management and conservation of grasslands can be better understood if the socio-economic changes of the last century are also considered (Hartel et al. 2014).
During socialism

The land reforms and land management after 1945 have had important consequences for nature conservation and protected area management. The abolition of small-scale farm systems due to collectivization in 1945–1962 has generated a series of changes in the structure and function of rural landscapes in Slovakia (Lieskovský et al. 2015), Czech Republic (Bičík et al. 2001) Hungary (Burger 2006) and Romania (Fischer et al. 2012). The disconnection of whole generations from their land, changes in traditional practices (e.g. paradigm changes towards production oriented agriculture) have been the most significant losses of the 20th century from the nature conservation point of view (Isselstein et al. 2005, Varga et al. 2016).

The wave of designation of protected areas of national importance began in the CEE countries in the late 1960s, early 1970s and focusing on the most valuable areas of the countries. They were established during the communist era with a top-down approach and minimal public discussion (Švajda & Fenichel 2011). Large areas were formally designated but with inadequate management resources for their administration (Iojă et al. 2010). Other barriers were the continuously changing social contexts, combined with product oriented economic and agricultural paradigms of the last century. Moreover, nature conservation paradigms considered protected areas as some untouchable areas by humans. This changed the traditional grassland management in many areas, without taking into account their values from conservational point of view (Bičík et al. 2001, Lemaire et al. 2005, Mikulcak et al. 2015, Levers et al. 2016).

After socialism

The period after the soviet era (i.e. after 1989) could be described by the trend of migration from rural to urban areas in the search of higher living standards, compounded disconnection of people from their land in the countryside. The most important change, which had repercussions on grassland management was the fluctuations in livestock numbers and changes in extensive grazing systems (Varga et al. 2016). After the end of communist cooperatives, privatization happened quickly for the most productive areas, while unproductive areas suffered from the disinterest of investments, bad infrastructure and restricted production (Van Dijk 2007, Gorlach et al. 2008). The need to develop market networks in the EU for the new farming structure (private, medium to big) urgently overwhelmed the newly formed countries (Bezák & Mitchley 2014).

The management and governance of protected areas became significantly more complex after the property rights restitution and landownership changes (Oszlányi et al. 2004, Knorn et al. 2012, Kluvánková & Gežík 2014, Stančiu & Ionita 2014, Molnár et al. 2016). Several changes took place which influenced the protected area administrations as well. In this period, nature conservation was struggling with complex problems. On the political level, despite the fact that the CEE countries ratified most of the international agreements (even in the Communist period), protected areas were lacking the political will and support (Drgona & Turnock 2001, Ioras 2003, Bojnec & Latruffe 2013). At the economic level, the pressure on protected areas was represented by agricultural encroachment, commercial overharvesting of natural resources, and chaotic infrastructure development (Zellei et al. 2005, Kohlheb & Krausmann 2009, Bezák & Halada 2010). At the social level, nature conservation was facing insufficient outreach and partnerships, lack of community support and lack of enforcement (Stringer & Paavola 2013).

Challenges of the present – governance of protected areas in the European context

Integration of EU policy by public institutions

EU accession included a set of new regulations and institutional changes for the new member states. A detailed overview on the challenges in public administration faced by the countries visited in this study is available in Liebert et al. (2013). Shortly, the EU Environmental acquis has to be harmonized with the remnants of the totalitarian communist systems.

The most significant challenge was, and still is, the establishment of the Natura 2000 network (Hochkirch et al. 2013). Fulfilling the requirements of the Habitats and Birds Directives quickly overshadowed the ongoing conservation initiatives for national ecological networks (Mikulcak et al. 2013, Sarvašová et al. 2013, Balázs et al. 2016). Harmonizing the management plans of Natura 2000 sites with the plans of other existing protected areas is the most difficult step, especially for Romania and Slovakia (Iojă et al. 2010, Křenová & Kindlmann 2015, Hossu et al. 2017). The Natura 2000 network was more successfully implemented in the Czech Republic, and Hungary. Hence, the new Czech Biodiversity Strategy (2016–2025) rather focuses on setting pragmatic priorities for nature conservation in developing societies, than on the network itself. Surprisingly, other countries are still giving a significant attention to Natura 2000 network de-
development and management, even after more than 10 years of designation.

However, with EU accession several meaningful possibilities become available for the CEE countries like international a professional network of specialist in nature conservation, transboundary management and EU funds for conservation (Křenová & Kindlmann 2015). Nature conservation initiatives have started to occupy a niche and become an important discussion partner and decision maker for development plans and projects. For example, some directorates of the national parks in Hungary (e.g. Hortobágy) have become landowners of significant amounts of the protected areas or are responsible for administrating the state property (Stanciu & Ionita 2014). In the White Carpathians important areas were purchased by nature conservation authorities and restored to species-rich hay meadows – being transformed in arable land during collectivization (Jongepierová et al. 2007).

A general comparison is presented in Table 1 on how different countries approach protected area governance and management.

Table 1: Comparison on the most important features in protected areas with direct influence on the grassland habitats’ management and conservation (based on participant observation).

Tabela 1: Primerjava najpomembnejših lastnosti zavarovanih območij z neposrednim vplivom na gospodarjenje s traviščnimi habitati in njihovim varovanjem (na osnovi opažanj deležnikov).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyzed aspects</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Slovakia</th>
<th>Hungary</th>
<th>Romania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>governance and management of protected areas</td>
<td>Delegated to state nature conservation at regional level and national park administrations; NGOs have an important participative role.</td>
<td>Delegated to state nature conservation authority; some NGOs have meaningful contribution in conservation initiatives.</td>
<td>Centralized; covered and coordinated by the national parks directorates, based on their operational area; NGOs have limited participation, because of the centralized system.</td>
<td>Delegated to administrators – large scale protected areas (10 year contract) or custodians – small scale protected areas (5 year contract); NGO participation is remarkable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management plans and conservation measures</td>
<td>Good overall situation of the management plans at national level; every category of protected area has its own management plan, in case if different categories overlap, the objectives are harmonized together; buffer zones are outside of the limits of the national park.</td>
<td>Weak overall situation of the management plans; slow process because of the complexity of the management categories which has to integrate the regulation for Natura 2000 network; buffer zones are outside of the limits of the national park.</td>
<td>Medium overall situation of the management plans for national interest protected areas – compulsory measures; distinct, nature conservation guidelines for Natura 2000 sites – recommended conservation measures; buffer zones are within the limits of the national parks.</td>
<td>Medium overall situation, debatable quality in some of the cases (first plans); integrated management plans for Natura 2000 and national protected area categories; compulsory conservation measures; buffer zones are within the limits of the national parks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restitution of property rights for land ownership after the collectivization in protected areas</td>
<td>Difficult property right restitution, excluding those who left the territory of Czechoslovakia during the communism; the agricultural activities are mostly abandoned in mountain areas which are under protection.</td>
<td>Restitution of property rights, but re-establishment of cooperatives in some areas; properties were very fragmented; disinterest of land owners for agriculture; abandonment of less productive areas.</td>
<td>Land acquisition by protected area directorates/remained state property; Partially collective property was privatized, establishment of large farming companies or former landowners had no interest for agriculture.</td>
<td>Restitution of property rights to former landowners; viable small-scale farms, producing mostly for self-consumption; after EU accession considerable changes in farming structure; small-scale farms are not eligible for rural development programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual nature conservation priorities for grassland habitats</td>
<td>Restoration of species-richness in former arable land; continuity of (traditional) farming practices.</td>
<td>Establishment of active management; involvement of stakeholders in conservation</td>
<td>Raising interest for farmers to rent land and keep animals in national parks property.</td>
<td>Survival of traditional farming practices and small-scale farms; to maintain connection of people with their land.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gap between policy and practice

The gap between policy and practice in grassland conservation and management is created by: (i) the very different objectives of the directives, coming from the conflicting paradigms of nature conservation and agriculture; (ii) the inflexibility of institutions to mediate between policy makers and practitioners (e.g. farmers, conservationists); (iii) agriculture becoming a profit oriented activity of companies (registered farmers), and no longer a way of living of families, which were functionally part of the biodiversity rich farming landscapes.

The effectiveness of EU policies in halting biodiversity loss is questionable, especially in landscapes with a history of intensive farming management (Kleijn et al. 2011, Plieninger et al. 2012, Sutcliffe et al. 2013, Arlettaz et al. 2014). The agri-environmental schemes require major improvement in the CEE countries (e.g. to develop results-oriented schemes, specified requirement for different zones, simplified accession) and real harmonization with nature conservation objectives (Sutcliffe et al. 2015). Compensatory payments for conservation measures are available only in isolated cases, being part of the agri-environmental schemes. Despite the invested efforts (e.g. institutional, monetary, political), grasslands habitats have one of the highest proportion of ‘unfavourable – bad’ or ‘deteriorating’ status. Effective conservation of these ecosystems depends on the extensive farming, which is functional part of a ‘healthy’ social-ecological system (Bignal & McCracken 2000, Halada et al. 2011, Plieninger & Bieling 2013).

In addition, weak collaboration exists between the institutions responsible for nature conservation and agriculture authorities in these countries (Apostolopoulou & Pantis 2009, Křenová & Kindlmann 2015, Lieskovský et al. 2015, Hosu et al. 2017). This creates difficulties to implement regulations in-situ, especially for the reward systems. The lack of knowledge transfer on the subject of grassland management and protected area governance enlarges the gap between the science, practice and public administration (Cogăniceanu & Cogălniceanu 2010, Cent et al. 2013, Mihók et al. 2015, Orlikowska et al. 2016).

Unfortunately, the socio-economic changes of the last century have led to the abolition of extensive farming systems in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary (Drgona & Turnock 2001, Bogaerts et al. 2002). Disconnection of people from their land was much more highlighted there, than it was in Romania. Romania has an advantage: many of the land users still maintain the natural functions of the species-rich grasslands based on local traditional knowledge (Babai & Molnár 2013, Florentina et al. 2015, Loos et al. 2015). This situation is much more a result of local circumstances (subsistence or semi-subsistence conditions), not conservation oriented approach (Hartel et al. 2014), which makes the traditional systems highly vulnerable to the new trends in globalization.

Maintaining land-use and land management practices within the cultural landscape is not a conscious choice of the farmers. Human-nature interactions created an informal framework of unwritten conservation rules, which have been respected for centuries with minimal intervention from institutions (Hartel et al. 2014). The knowledge from such informal structures must be integrated within formal institutional systems and policy and conservation strategies at a local level. As long as the land owners and users have a participatory role in the nature conservation actions, public institutions can profit from the viability of these social-ecological systems (e.g. biocultural refugia, sensu Barthel et al. 2013).

Therefore, a holistic approach is needed in the case of grasslands, in order to re-establish functional social-ecological systems in all of the countries and resilience based perspectives need to be integrated (Plieninger & Bieling 2013).

Lessons learned in protected areas of the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary

What follows is a summary of the most important observations made in the protected areas visited during this study.

Box 1. The White Carpathians Landscape Protected Area – Czech Republic

- The Czech part of the White Carpathians is administered by regional nature conservation authorities, covering 715 km², overlapping different categories of protected areas. The WCLPA is well known for its large species-rich hay meadows.
- Significant NGO support strengthens the meadows’ conservation. Several projects were implemented in collaboration with conservation authorities to restore meadows from arable land, using regional seed mixtures. Monitoring plots and experimental fields were established for more than 20 years to develop practice-based conservation.
- Instead of focusing on local conservation of habitats/species, grassland ecosystems are considered functional part of the landscape in conservation strategies.
- Mosaic mowing represented a fruitful compromise for mechanization and nature conservation. However, abandonment and plant succession still represents a
risk for species-rich hay meadows. An applicable solution was land acquisition of protected sites and accession of funds for conservation measures from different sources (e.g. Life, national grants).

- Agri-environmental schemes integrated some of the conservation initiatives (e.g. use of regional seed mixtures for over seeding), but it is impossible to cover measures for particular species or habitats. Farmers perceive the conservation oriented grassland management as unusual, complicated despite of higher compensation.

Figure 1: Traditional cultural landscape in Certoryje with species-rich hay meadows and scattered trees; this area is famous about the meadows’ species-richness and it is the most well preserved area of the White Carpathians Protected Landscape Area.

Slika 1: Tradicionalna kulturna krajina na območju Certoryje z vrstno bogatimi gojenimi travniki in redko posajenimi posameznimi drevesi; območje je poznano po vrstno bogatih travnikih in je najbolj ohranjeno območje v Zavarovanem krajinskem območju Beli Karpati.

Figure 2: Different stages of the vegetation applying mosaic mowing in the White Carpathians.

Slika 2: Različne stopnje vegetacije pri mozaičnem načinu košnje v Belih Karpatih.
Box 2. The Krkonoše Mountains National Park – Czech Republic

- The Czech part belongs to the Administration of KMNP and covers 425 km², overlapping more categories of protected areas. This is one of the most visited national parks in the world for its touristic infrastructure (e.g. cross-country ski, ski resorts, mountain bike trails, hiking trails).
- The local towns in the proximity (buffer zone) are the most important recreation centers. The new management plan (2010–2020) proposed changes in the initial zonation, which generated a series of debates, but was successfully approved.
- Several research and educational projects have been performed in order to achieve favourable conservation of the grassland habitats and raise awareness within local community about their importance.
- The migration of German communities after World War II from the mountain area caused the abolition of traditional farming systems and changes in the landscape structure.
- Managed hay meadows represent just small amount of the grassland habitats and because of their low economic interest they are threatened by abandonment. The conservation measures need often negotiation or compromises with farmers especially in case of private properties. Several grassland areas are property of the park, but without active farming they are vulnerable for succession. (Figure 4)
Box 3. The Low Tatra National Park and the Great Fatra National Park – Slovakia
• The national parks are administrated by the Slovak Nature Conservancy covering 728 km² (LTNP) and 261 km² (GFNP) overlapping more categories of protected areas. In the last 10 years several restructuration took place which downgraded the national park administrations capacity (e.g. economically and number of employees).
• The administrations have no property rights in the area, nor administrate any state property. The complex ownership structure makes difficult to regulate human activities within the parks (e.g. farming, forestry, tourism, investments).
• Abandonment, followed by fast succession, threatens the semi-natural grasslands in upper areas. The productive grasslands are managed by cooperatives of local farmers, which were reestablished after the communist era. They have no interest, however, to manage the hardly accessible grasslands, especially hay meadows. The cooperatives slowly eliminated small plots and property borders, causing changes in the landscape structure.
• The agri-environmental schemes are generally established for the whole county and cannot cover sufficient conservation requirements on regional or local scales. It is difficult, to access any compensation for special conservation measures as long as the harmonization of management plans (Natura 2000 sites overlapped with national park) still taking place. The most important areas under conservation (mostly in natural reserves) are managed by the employees of the park administrations. National park administrations, or nature conservancy are not directly involved in the elaboration of agri-environmental schemes. (Figure 5)

Box 4. The Hortobágy National Park – Hungary
• The national park directorates in Hungary fulfill administrative functions on larger areas than their administrative territory and other categories of protected area. The HNP covers about 820 km² and overlaps with a multitude of protected area categories.
• The HNP has an advantage, because the HNP Directorate owns huge amount of land, or administrates state property within the park. Their administrative role is more difficult in Natura 2000 sites due to the variety of property rights.
• However, the directorate has just consultative role in decision making for environmental regulation processes, which belongs to the Environment and Nature Protection Inspectorates.
• More governmental support (e.g. institutional, economic, political) would grant better administrative capacity of the directorate.
• Actual challenges in grassland habitat management and conservation relates to grazing and mowing strategy:
  a) regulation of pasturing (who? when? where? and which kind of animals?): to guaranty optimal SLU/ha for different weather conditions (e.g. rainy, dry) and site conditions; to make pasturing rules compulsory

Figure 5: Traditional farm in the Hortobágy National Park.
Slika 5: Tradicionalna kmetija v Narodnem parku Hortobágy.
for the farmers; to maintain traditional land use practices and landscape structure (e.g. common grazing with grey cattle, racka sheep and wild horses);
• b) regulation of moving (when? where? and how?): to simplify the electronic registration and monitoring system for mowing period approval; to maintain mosaic moving for conservation; to adapt mowing for certain species conditions (isolated cases);
• Landscape restoration projects have been implemented to eliminate canals, dikes and replacing wire lines with underground cable, restoring wetlands, establishment of best grazing practices for conservation; collaboration with the scientific area could be better developed in the future. Considerable effort is now being given to combat the invasive plant species and re-establish the natural herbaceous vegetation.

Box 5. The Bükk National Park – Hungary
• The BNP Directorate has minimal property right, but plays an administrative role over the limits of the national park. The state property, mostly forests (94%), is administrated by state forest corporations. Grassland habitats are unimportant from forester’s perspective, being under the regulation of forest management plans. The most species-rich grasslands are under strict protection. The national park covers about 420 km² overlapping with different categories of protected areas.
• Natura 2000 sites management guidelines should focus better on the regulation of permitted activities instead of enumeration of prohibited actions.
• The BNP Directorate has just a consultative role in the decision making.
• The directorate faces difficulties in the management of grasslands (unfavorable conservation status in EU classification) especially in Natura 2000 habitats. Mowing and grazing were abandoned between 1960–1970. To re-establish animal husbandry, hay making and pasturing, in actual unfavorable economic conditions is mostly impossible (e.g. variety of property rights, conflicting objectives with forestry and unfavorable subsidies for extensive farming).
• Experimental projects are under development, testing the best pasturing practices on the Dél-Heves area, connected to bird species conservation as well.
• Several landscape restoration projects and combating invasive woody species were implemented. Unfortunately, land abandonment prevents restoration on long term.

Conclusions

The political, social, economic and environmental context of the last century has generated complex and synergistic challenges for the effective nature conservation in the CEE countries. The top-down governance model and centralized administrative power has resulted in people’s disconnection from their land over almost two generations. Therefore, the manner of designation of protected area networks in the communist era created from the beginning (i) a gap between local communities and authorities and (ii) a formal protection of sites lacking financial support for management, personnel capacity and technical equipment. These gaps have not been bridged in all of the cases.
The main challenges for the post-communist countries lies in their capacity to: (i) access complementary funds for nature conservation, beside their inadequate annual budget for nature conservation, assured by the governments; (ii) harmonize the policy implementation between nature conservation and agriculture; (iii) bridge the gaps between science, practice and policy by continuous knowledge transfer between research, farmers, conservationist and employee of public institutions, politicians; and (iv) address regional, often local problems, raised around the implementation.

Organizational changes in the structure of ministries at a central and regional level are necessary in order to balance the disparities between their responsibilities. The gaps between public administration, managers of protected areas and stakeholders must be bridged within integrated multilevel governance (e.g. nature conservation and agriculture) instead of a domain oriented approach (e.g. nature conservation or agriculture). The knowledge transfers from research to public administration and between institutions could be a huge advantage making the public administration respond more realistically and flexible to the needs of social-ecological systems. Sustainable agricultural practices must be developed and adopted to local conditions in order to respond to the conservation objectives.

Furthermore, detailed comparative case studies can lead to a deeper understanding of the complexity of the current situation for countries in transition, focusing on the history of political systems, changes in property rights and land use after Communism.
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Documents and websites used for desk study

EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020

Hungarian Biodiversity Strategy 2015–2020
http://www.termeszetvedelem.hu/user/browser/File/Stagregia/MK15083_NBS.pdf

Czech Biodiversity Strategy 2016–2025

Slovak Biodiversity Strategy 2020

Romanian Biodiversity Strategy 2014–2020

Carpathian Integrated Biodiversity Information System
http://www.ccibio.org/carpathian-values/100-nature-protection-and-protected-area-legislation

Czech Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection

Family Farming in Romania

Hungarian Nature Conservation Authority
http://www.termeszetvedelem.hu/index.php?g=menu_1729

Hungarian Nature Conservation Information System
http://gen.kvvm.hu/cit_en/

Protected areas of Romania

Hortobágy National Park Directorate Website:
http://www.hnp.hu

Bükk National Park Directorate Website:
www.bnpri.hu

National Park Nizke Tatry (Low Tatra) Website:
http://www.napant.sk/

National Park Velka Fatra Website:
http://www.upr.sk/velkafatra/web/en

Krkonoše Mountains National Park:
www.krnap.cz

White Carpathians Protected Landscape Area Website:
http://viu bilekarpaty.cz